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God Himself reveals to us the importance of our days

BD 8909 received 10.01.1965

Lorber ....

You need not doubt the spiritual knowledge which you receive from Me, for I
do not content Myself by merely making statements to you but I substantiate
everything, and that also has to convince you that you are taught the truth. Yet
I know that you will meet with resistance and this will persuade Me to provide
you with proof, as I have done before (Gottfried Mayerhofer) by referring you
to a different explanation which concerns the same problem. And through this
scribe of Mine you will receive illumination .... (Secrets of Creation, page 91).
Precisely because you are living in the last days I Am giving you the purest
truth, which you can pass on without hesitation, pointing out that nothing will
remain unchanged once it comes into possession of people who are not yet
perfect themselves .... And you can believe that this work (J. Lorber) has also
gone through changes and therefore has no longer remained pure .... Besides,
My servant J. Lorber, too, was just a human being who was able to err and
has erred whenever his intellect tried to solve a problem by itself, for then
My adversary was able to influence his mind .... Admittedly, he enjoyed My
protection, and he truly left the kind of knowledge to the world which certainly
entitles him to be called the greatest seer and prophet .... yet I had to leave him
his free will, which was the only reason why the adversary was able to interfere
.... otherwise an obvious contradiction such as the description of My Nature,
that all opposites are present within Me .... could not have happened. Yet I will
not deny My protection to any Word-recipient who genuinely struggles to gain
the right understanding, who only ever wants to know and spread the pure
truth. And that should suffice you and strengthen you in the battle against error,
for I will walk with you and also still let you find the evidence of your correct
thinking ....

Amen

BD 4493 received 23.11.1948

Death of a worldly ruler ....
Turn of events ....

When you hear of the death of a worldly ruler you have arrived at the point you
can call the beginning of the end. Then the world will turn into a place of fire,
flames will blaze high, unbridled hatred will rage and humanity will be gripped
by horror as it sees no escape from the inevitable peril.
And then I will urge you to speak, for whilst everything is in uproar great calm
will take hold of you as you clearly realise that the time of My appearance is
drawing near, and thus you proclaim it to those who will listen to you. People
see themselves surrounded by enemies on all fronts and are therefore without
hope for a peaceful solution. Hence those without faith in the only One Who
can help will suffer immense fear.
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Consequently they will only focus on world events .... People will anxiously
attempt to provide for themselves as they see the approach of great earthly
hardship; they will anxiously try to secure worldly goods and prepare for escape
even though it seems hopeless to them. Only the faithful remain calm, and
then I will use these to encourage their distraught fellow human beings who
despair in their unbelief. I attempt to bring Myself close to them once more, I
let My servants talk to them and through them I Myself speak words of love
and encouragement. I warn them against escape and not just to consider their
physical well being; I demonstrate the futility of their intentions and admonish
them to persevere and put their fate in My hands; and thus everything takes it
course ....

The fire is kindled and people will not extinguish it anymore, I will put it out
Myself by opposing it with other elements, by confronting those Myself who
want to tear each other apart .... And My voice will sound from above .... The
earth will experience a natural disaster which will tear the fighters apart; they
will be faced by a power which neither can match .... The process will only take
hours but it will create a completely new situation in the world, totally changed
conditions and an initially uncontrollable chaos, utmost earthly hardship and
unspeakable grief and adversity amongst people.

Yet you all must endure this, for the end is approaching and many opportunities
for purification still need to be created since all people have a shorter lifespan
now and need to mature in the shortest possible time .... The end is near and as
soon as this point is reached you also can, without doubt, soon expect the last
day and the Last Judgment, so that may be fulfilled what has been proclaimed
in Word and Scripture ....

Amen

BD 4661 received 07.06.1949

Announcement of the Judgment ....
Doubts ....
The approach of a star ....

You have been informed of an approaching Judgment but you doubt this and
do not take My Words seriously enough, or you would not make further earthly
arrangements and only prepare yourselves for the day when My proclamations
will come true. Although you do not know the day, it should suffice you that I,
as your Creator and Father of eternity, have revealed it as shortly forthcoming,
that I thus have informed you that it is time for you to prepare yourselves
or I would not constantly repeat the admonitions and warning, but leave you
without notice. And therefore you should pay heed that the deadline grows
ever shorter and is expiring very quickly everywhere. All earthly worries are in
vain for I will take care of My Own so that they will have what they need. The
others, however, will not be able to hold on to anything, even if they associate
with My adversary, even if they, at present and with his help, are prosperous
in a worldly sense and continue to increase their possessions, be they earthly
goods or honours or worldly wisdom. My adversary will not be able to protect
them on the day of terror, since I want to bring people to their senses through
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the forces of nature, so that they will think of their God and Creator and entrust
themselves to Him in dire adversity.
Then everything will fall prey to the forces of nature, nothing will be left for
people except what I want them to keep. And therefore they should endeavour
to gain My grace, they should unite with Me through deeds of love and heartfelt
thoughts, they should speak to Me and listen for My answer, and they will
reap a far greater reward than if they worry about their body’s wellbeing, about
earthly wealth and earthly progress. You should believe that soon will come
to pass what I already predicted long ago; you should believe that there is not
much time left and no longer worry how to gain earthly profits, for this worry is
futile, as you will very soon realise.
I will give you, who spread My Word, a sign so that you will support it with
full conviction. I want you to know that a star is approaching earth with great
velocity, and that this appearance will happen shortly before I bring the constant
proclamation to fruition. Then you, who are informed, will know that the hour
is at hand. Then you should live only in accordance with My will, inform your
fellow human beings of the forthcoming event, turn everyone’s attention to it
and closely unite yourselves with Me so that I can give you the strength you
need during these perilous hours. Do not fear but only believe that I will deliver
you from all hardship, so that you will be able to fulfil your mission for which
I have prepared you .... so that afterwards you will bring My Gospel to your
fellow human beings, for many of those who emerged unscathed will accept My
Word with a hungry heart. You should realise that you do not have much time
left until the end .... And preceding this end everything I constantly proclaim
will come to pass. Believe it and prepare yourselves, for time is running out and
I will appear very soon ....

Amen

BD 6405 received 18.11.1955

Changes in the constellations ....

You will experience a series of events at short intervals which will greatly disturb
you since you will be unable to explain them, and hence you will fear powers
against which you cannot defend yourselves. Nor will you be able to find a
correct explanation because it is My will that each one of you shall take all
eventualities into account and adopt an appropriate attitude .... because I want
each one of you to still derive a benefit for yourselves, that is, for your soul ....
Where faith is entirely absent people will be particularly apprehensive, whereas
the believers will more or less abide by Me and know that they are protected in
My care.
Nevertheless, the cosmically generated phenomena will lead to much public
debate so that every person will spend some thought on them himself and also
discuss it with other people. At times worldly interests will be less important,
yet once these appearances have passed worldly people will enjoy the pleasures
of the world even more eagerly and only a few will retain impressions which
will result in reflection and even to a change of attitude .... until the same
cosmic events repeat themselves and trigger new anxiety .... For the scientific
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community fears a serious threat to planet earth .... since the mysterious changes
in the galaxy have never been observed before and may pose a considerable risk
to earth. And people’s opinion regarding the assessment of effects will vary
considerably ....People will carelessly brush it aside and, without a second
thought, enjoy their lives; others will take entirely futile precautions, while
others still will withdraw within themselves and mentally come to terms with
their God and Creator .... And I allow everyone his free will, I only ever try to
encourage people to think correctly, to pay attention to the human being’s true
purpose .... so that they will find peace in Me and then can be led by Me for the
salvation of their souls ....

But what will happen? .... The zodiac will change .... Stars will be moved into
other orbits with new positions in relation to earth .... and thereby stars never
observed before will become visible, one of which will emerge as a direct
threat to earth as a crossing with the earth’s orbit will be feared .... No-one
will want to believe that this will happen, and no-one will believe that natural
laws can change, but you humans are facing the end .... You yourselves are
preparing something that will have even worse effects, for what you undertake
will endanger the whole earth ....

What happens due to My will is, however, just a sign of the end, it is a serious
warning for you and I only grant you such obvious signs of a higher Power’s
existence so that you can turn to it and thereby also avert a real danger if you,
that is your soul, make correct use of it. But what follows afterwards will affect
the whole earth and everything living on it ....

And this is why I will manifest Myself in advance in an unusual way yet without
forcing you to acknowledge Me as the Initiator of what will have a huge outcome,
yet will not affect the whole earth. For I know all natural laws and their effects,
I also know how to avert any happening or lessen its effect .... But what I allow
to happen will always serve your deliverance, it is intended to drive you to Me,
it is intended to let you humans recognise a ‘God’ in Whom you should take
refuge because He is your Father .... It is the last sign before the end .... It is the
final attempt by My love and mercy to save what can still be saved ....

Amen

BD 8033 received 05.11.1961

A forthcoming natural event ....

In the foreseeable future you will experience the truth of My Word, for I will
express Myself through the forces of nature, as I have constantly forewarned
.... And you will not be able to ignore My voice, for it will resound powerfully
and throw the world into chaos .... Although the region of the event will indeed
be limited it will still be of such enormous proportions that everyone will be
alarmed once he is informed of it .... For, at first, all communications to the
affected areas will be cut off .... An eerie silence will engulf the disaster zone
because all contact is lost until the first horror has passed. And then the world
will be informed of what has happened, before it receives the news of the
disastrous details.
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However, people have to be sharply spoken to by Me because they refuse to
listen to My gentle voice, because they don’t believe My Word which is sent
from above and conveyed to them by My messengers. Hence, I have to express
Myself such that My voice cannot be ignored .... And I have to send a judgment
on humanity to which many people will fall victim but who may nevertheless
receive My love and grace due to their untimely death. And thus you shall
recognise the truth of My Word and activate your will, for even after the disaster
you can still make a free decision since I force no one to turn to Me .... Yet
the appalling natural event can contribute towards people finding their way
to Me, because the adversity is extreme and there is no obvious rescue from
any side. But what appears to be impossible is possible to Me .... And if a
person remembers this and calls upon Me in spirit and in truth he may also
experience miraculous help .... I will so manifestly reveal Myself to him, that he
will recognise the might and also the love of his God and Creator and then turn
to Me in profound faith and humble submission.

Anything that can still bring souls back to Me will be done by Me, but I also
know how difficult it is to win them over and therefore extraordinary means
of deliverance have to be used, which seem cruel to you humans and yet are
only an activity of love on My part in order to save the very souls whose state is
known to Me. I don’t want to let them fall into My adversary’s hands, who will
provide them with a far worse fate than the greatest earthly suffering could ever
manage .... Believe Me, no matter what happens, no matter what is permitted
by Me, I Am only ever motivated by My love .... I watch over every person’s fate,
no one is too unimportant or too immature for Me, I care for all of you who
are presently living on earth as human beings, because I want to help you reach
final perfection on earth, because I want to protect you from the fate of a new
banishment and only ever want you to turn your thoughts to Me, so that you
will escape the final downfall .... to be placed once more into the creations of the
new earth.

And irrespective of how disastrous My intervention is for the people of the
affected regions .... it is justified by My love for you, for from a spiritual point of
view it is just a rescue mission and not an act of condemnation .... Your earthly
loss is irrelevant compared to the gain which your souls can achieve .... And
if you have to lose your life then you may also depend on My mercy, which
provides you with the opportunity in the kingdom of the beyond to become
enlightened and to ascend .... For on earth you would, with certainty, have
fallen prey to My adversary, and from this I want to protect those of you whom
I recognise as still being capable of change. For there is only a short time left
before the end, and this end will come soon afterwards. Yet, prior to this I still
want to give you a sign, a final admonition and warning which, although it will
painfully intervene in untold people’s lives, shall strengthen the faith in My
Word, so that they can prepare themselves for the end, which will not take long
to follow ....

Amen
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BD 4371 received 11.07.1948

Signs before the catastrophe (Anxiety of people and animals) ....

People will be seized by immense anxiety shortly before I appear through the
forces of nature. The event will announce itself such that people and animals
will feel nervous and inwardly sense that something is about to happen in
nature. Strange behaviour amongst animals will be particularly apparent, they
will attempt to flee in a certain direction and suddenly turn back as if driven by
an invisible power. And this behaviour will cause apprehension in people who
realise that imminent danger is approaching against which they cannot defend
themselves.
And thus everyone will worriedly wait for what is to come. And you, My
servants on earth, should make good use of this time for it will be a short
reprieve when people will still listen to your words because they will be looking
for an explanation for the unusual sensations experienced by people and beasts.
Then draw their attention to My Word, prepare them for My appearance and
refer them to Me so that they will take refuge with Me when the hour has come
that I will speak. At the same time you should unite with Me in thought so that
you may be strong and able to support those who are unbelieving or of little
faith.
You have to prove yourselves and will be able to do so if you call to Me in
advance and in the hours of greatest need. I will draw your attention to the signs
in advance and give you the opportunity to observe your environment so that
you will see that everything I told you will come to pass, that an oppressive
feeling and restlessness will burden people, the cause of which you know and
thus you will be able to speak effectively where necessary. And once again you
will experience a situation where the person who lives in love will believe you,
whereas the heartless person, although listening to you, will derive no benefit
from it. Until the hour comes when I will speak from above .... And there will
be raging and gusting in the air, no one will take notice of the other any longer
but only be concerned for his own life. Every person will try to escape but hear
the same raging and gusting from all directions and, depending on his attitude
to Me, he will be affected by the event .... he will stay alive or be killed by the
natural disaster, as My wisdom has recognised and determined since eternity
....
Even though it is seemingly calm and there are no recognisable signs as yet ....
do not believe that you are safe because the day of the natural event will come
without fail, and the unbeliever will be able to see it for himself, if he still has
time to think about it .... I have spoken and revealed it to you through My spirit,
and I will speak through nature with a voice which can be heard by everyone.
Anyone who does not believe the first voice will have to hear My voice from
above .... But even then he will be at liberty to witness it as a mere play of
nature or remember My predictions and believe that I want to reveal Myself so
that you, who do not acknowledge the voice of the spirit, should hear Me. And
blessed is he whose life is spared as he will still have a short time of grace at his
disposal which he will be able to use to make up for what he has neglected up to
then, in order to prepare himself for the end, which will soon follow the event
in nature ....

Amen
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BD 7297 received 02.03.1959

Transformation of earth ....

The earth will continue to exist, for I have not planned its total destruction ....
Yet everything living on it, as well as all creations of nature, will cease to be,
so that a complete purification of earth can take place, since in its present state
it no longer serves the progress of the spiritual substances. All living creations
in, on and above the earth will lose their lives; they will be released from their
enshrouding external form and able to continue the path of development, which
at the moment is at risk for all spiritually tangible beings. For My adversary
rages in every possible way and time and again tries to stop or interrupt this
development. But the earth shall still fulfil its task for an infinitely long time to
come, seeing that still immature beings shall mature on it to attain childship to
God .... And therefore earth will arise again after a thorough purification process
has taken place, after all spiritual substances are correctly placed, that is, after
they are embodied into the external forms they merit, from hard matter up to the
human being, who will also have to be offered easier opportunities to achieve
maturity again to enable them reaching the goal of becoming true children of
God. Thus the final destruction is synonymous with the end of the old earth,
even though the planet as such will remain and merely its external shell will
go through a complete transformation. And thus the ‘end’ can, and rightfully
should, be pointed out, as it will not just mean the end of all civilisations but
also ends the existence of every work of creation on this earth. And a new period
will start again, the entire earth’s surface will be brought to life by Me again with
the most magnificent kinds of creations for the human eye to delight in once
more, as I will give all new creations most exquisite forms and provide all types
of living creations to coexist with the people who will inhabit this new earth
again and whom I will take there Myself in love, wisdom and might. For I will
establish the root of a new human race with those I was able to remove from the
old earth; they remained true to Me until the end and thus are chosen by Me as
the new generation, who in turn shall bring forth people who live within My
will and amongst whom I can dwell Myself by virtue of their faith and love ....
And it will be a blissful state, for the new creations will delight people to
an extent never known before. People will truly inhabit a paradise, an earth
which no longer corresponds to the old earth, because it will only be occupied
by mature people capable of receiving an extent of bliss previously unknown
on earth, since humanity already belonged to Satan, thus necessitating the
cleansing of earth. And this time lies ahead of you, and each one of you would
still be able to change his nature such to be granted the great blessing of the
rapture .... But a person is rarely able to muster firm faith in it, and only few
people have such abundance of love that they belong to the small flock which
I will call away suddenly and unexpected .... But prior to that, a time of need
will befall earth which should be a very definite sign for you that the day is
not far away. When you are able to clearly observe My adversary’s activities,
when you yourselves will be exposed to the evil deeds of his cohorts, when the
adversity gets worse and a way out seems impossible to you, then this end will
be near, then I will use My might to destroy everything profoundly evil and
rescue My Own from certain destruction .... And those taken away by Me will
live to see the downfall of the old earth, although they no longer can be affected
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by it themselves .... But one day they shall bear witness to the judgment of a
righteous God, they shall be able to observe the act of destruction and yet praise
and glorify the One Who has saved them from this judgment.
And once again I will carry out an act of creation, for My willpower alone will
let a new earth arise, a dwelling place for My small flock, for My chosen people,
who will then be able to live their new life in paradise, in peace and freedom, in
happiness and bliss, in light and strength .... where no suffering and pain exist
because the source of all evil is bound and unable to oppress people for a long
time .... For one earth period has come to an end, and a new one will start again
to help countless still bound spiritual substances to progress in order to enable
them reach the final goal, the unity with Me as My child. And this is what lies
ahead of you humans, for the time is fulfilled which was once granted to you to
achieve the final release from the form ....

Amen

BD 4665 received 11.06.1949

The world wants to see miracles and does not see the greatest miracle of all ....

It seems strange to you that I do not appear in great glory, that I do not make
My presence known through eye-catching unusual appearances, but simply
and without splendour merely express Myself through My Word where I Am
able to be present. The world wants to see miracles but My Own see miracles
everywhere and therefore will also recognise Me in plain clothing. They feel My
spirit which gives evidence of itself that it is not a deceptive light, but it spreads
a soft yet bright light that radiates from the heart, where I Myself can dwell. The
world wants to see miracles and fails to see the greatest miracle of all ....
For is it not a miracle that you may hear the voice of God, that I Myself can speak
to you like a father speaks to his children? Is it not a miracle that I personally
answer questions which arise in a thinking person and which he is nevertheless
unable to answer himself? Is it not a miracle that you yourselves have the
teacher within you Who educates you in purest truth and grants you wisdom?
You, who look for God in the distance, will never be able to grasp this miracle
and therefore you will be unable to believe, for you do not allow My working
within yourselves and thus I cannot make Myself known to you either. Yet My
Own, who have established a relationship with Me through their thoughts, who
always feel Me close to them, are impressed by the miracle, even though the
miracle keeps itself hidden from them, that is, they cannot comprehend the
full extent of their experience. For they should remain open-minded in their
relationship with Me, so that they speak and commend themselves to Me as
a friend and brother without any sense of excessive awe. And therefore I Am
closer to them than to those who want to behold Me intellectually and yet will
never be able to find Me.
But I will also appear to some in an obvious manner, and they will then be
able to bear witness of Me and portray Me as truly existing, and through their
faith they will also help to strengthen the faith of those who are still weak but
not without faith. My Word will speak for itself and give evidence of Me to
the world. The substance of the Word conveyed from above to earth is a far
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more obvious miracle than any extraordinary process which people would like
to experience as ‘proof of God’. My servants on earth who remain simple and
receive My Word without trance, who equally simply pass it on again as they
have received it from Me, are not affected by inner excitement, yet their souls
experience the merciful, unusual event and will be enlightened, even if the
human being as such is unaware of it. I know why My servants must have this
apparent insensitivity and thus it is also My doing, not in order to disadvantage
but to benefit the soul. And therefore do not allow such thoughts to reduce the
value of the messages but know that I Am present with you Myself when you
hear My voice, and that this presence of Mine is truly the greatest of miracles
which, however, only few people believe or experience consciously. For the
world wants to behold and be in awe but not quietly listen and be grateful for
every genuine secret revelation which the conveyance of My Word from above
signifies to people ....

Amen

BD 7865 received 05.04.1961

A renewal of earth must come ....

Earth will have to be renewed if the higher development of the spiritual beings
is to progress; all works of creation will have to release the spirits so that they
can continue their development within new forms, as this is the purpose of
the work of creation called ‘earth’ .... For it does not just concern you humans
who voluntarily ought to reach your final goal on earth but fail to do so .... it
also concerns the spiritual substance bound within the form which has not yet
been able to arrive at the possibility of being of service and to which the path
of service shall be opened. As long as you humans do not know the meaning
and purpose of creation, you will not consider the possibility of an impending
transformation of the earth’s surface either. And yet it is about to happen and
may only be experienced by people who have fulfilled the purpose of their
earthly life, who have matured fully and therefore will populate the new earth
.... Hence they also know God’s plan of Salvation, they believe that they live
in the last days and expect the end and with it the coming of the Lord, as it is
proclaimed in Word and Scripture. But there are only few of them ....

People’s low spiritual level is so obvious that the time has come when a change
must happen again .... when all spirits have to be placed into forms which
correspond to their state of maturity .... And thus the human being, having
completely failed, will also have to be banished into hard matter again and start
a new process of development; whereas the spiritual being bound within matter
may occupy increasingly softer forms until it reaches the stage one day when it
can take the path across earth as a human being for his last decision of will. The
fact that people will experience this harsh fate of a new banishment is the result
of their free will, for they no longer have any spiritual aspirations on earth,
they are totally attached to matter and will therefore become what they aspired
to in this earthly life. Nevertheless, they have been sufficiently admonished
and warned, during their earthly life they have been informed of the purpose
of earthly life, and no person will be able to say that he had absolutely no
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knowledge of it. The fact that he, of his own free will, had rejected everything
that could have increased his maturity is his own fault which he consequently
will also have to pay for. A continuation of the old earth, however, would never
ensure that these people would change; they would only ever descend further
and also prevent the spirits within the form from progressing further. But who
will believe this if he is informed of it?
As soon as people no longer believe in God, in a continuation of life after
death, in a responsibility on their part, the said low spiritual level will have
been reached which necessitates the end, the dissolution of earthly creations.
For in that case people’s existence on earth would be pointless, the blessing of
an embodiment as a human being would no longer be made use of, the earth
will have ceased to be a place of education for the spiritual beings and a total
transformation will have to happen to put an end to this unspiritual state of
affairs. And you humans will shortly face this transformation, you will shortly
face a spiritual and earthly turning point, for the time which was granted to you
for the maturing of your souls has come to an end. Until the end you will be
warned and admonished, until the end you will be instructed about the purpose
of your existence, you will receive the knowledge of God’s plan of Salvation, of
His infinite love for all His living creations and of the possibility and help on His
part to become blessed before the end arrives .... However, you have to accept
all this of your own free will, you have to seriously want to fulfil the purpose of
your human existence .... you have to acknowledge a God above yourselves and
appeal to Him for mercy .... And truly, you will still be saved in the last hour,
otherwise the Judgment will take effect on you, otherwise you will get what you
are striving for .... you will turn into matter again which had kept you tied to the
earth so that you didn’t take the path of ascent and therefore will end up in the
abyss again ....

Amen

BD 4613 received 13.04.1949

The weak will not experience the end ....

The weak will not experience the end ..... I certainly know the nature of every
individual person’s soul; I know their will and their degree of maturity, which
is also the extent of their strength of will in the last battle of faith. I know that
this final acknowledgment of Me will require immense strength which only few
people will be able to muster, and that it will necessitate an utterly living faith
in order to stand firm and remain faithful to Me. For this reason the gates of
paradise on the new earth will be opened to those who are faithful supporters
and acknowledge Me, so that their demonstrated love for Me until the end will
be rewarded.
But people of weak faith will not survive this last battle on earth. I shall avert the
risk of their apostasy from Me so as not to let them fall into My adversary’s hands
and in order to give them the opportunity of continuing their development in
the kingdom of the beyond which, after the end of this world, will no longer be
possible for a very long time. They will not be able to cope with the demands
and strains of the last days and will end their purely physical life before this
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time, for they will not oppose Me, but they will merely lack the profound, living
faith which would enable them to be true advocates of Christ. And there will be
many who will indeed choose Me, who will carry the faith in a God of love and
wisdom within themselves, yet who will not increase it sufficiently to entrust
themselves to Me without worry and appeal for My help. These souls will be
taken from earth by Me or they would go astray for a very long time.
The strong, however, will remain faithful to Me until the end and will be
raptured by Me before the destruction of the old earth. This process has to
be plausible to you, and it should be equally understandable to you that the
weak souls will not inhabit the paradise of the new earth, which can only bear
spiritually mature human beings who permit My presence amongst them, as I
have promised you. There has to be a separation of the goats from the sheep
in the end. The old period of development will end with the banishment of
the failed spiritual essence into solid matter, and a new era will start with a
mature human generation, which will already find itself in a state of bliss on
earth because it will have endured and have been sufficiently tested by Me
on earth. This level of a soul’s maturity allows for My presence amongst My
children. But weak and still immature souls would not be able to endure My
presence. Consequently, the new earth will not be a suitable abode for them;
nevertheless, they will continue to ascend in the spiritual kingdom and, due
to their prematurely finished life, will also enjoy privileges in the spiritual
kingdom which will help their ascent. This is the separation of the spirits, which
has always been proclaimed through Word and Scripture ....

Amen

BD 5235 received 14.10.1951

‘Behold, I make all things new ....’

I make all things new .... Those of you humans who are as yet unenlightened,
who have not yet awakened the spirit within you, do not know the meaning of
My Words, for you do not believe in a transformation of this earth, you do not
believe in the Last Judgment, in the end of one period of development and the
beginning of a new one .... You do not know anything about My eternal plan
of Salvation and therefore do not understand My Words either: Behold, I make
all things new .... Each of My Words has several meanings which are not even
known to My enlightened Own, for this understanding is still too profound for
the people of this earth, yet they are aware of the simple meaning, that I will
renew what has left My eternal order ....
I want to make a change, since the people of this earth are no longer striving
for one and therefore miss the purpose of their earthly life. They have failed
by not using their lives for eternity. Nevertheless, I will not let them get lost
and therefore will give them the opportunity to cover the neglected process of
development again, yet not as a repeat but in a completely different way ....
For another process of development is an increased bestowal of grace and has
to be acquired through increased effort, the opportunity of which is offered by
completely new creations. Thus, first I will renew the school for the spirit, My
earth, which shall support the development up to that of the human being.
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I will provide it with entirely new creations of such diverse kind and shape that
extremely large numbers of spiritual substances will have the opportunity to
prove themselves therein. And I will let a new human generation arise, which
will emerge from people who are blessed by Me, who will have completed
their spiritual development with love and loyalty to Me, who will have attained
a degree of maturity which permits exalted spiritual care, so that the new
human generation will have every guarantee to achieve the highest possible
spiritual perfection and the bound spirits, too, will be able to achieve maturity
quickly, due to the exceptionally good influence exerted by people on all nearby
creations .... I make all things new; I will also ease the conditions to release
the spiritual substances yet without deviating from My law of eternal order,
only caring for what is still living in constraint with profound love and mercy.
Everything depressing will leave people, they will strive to ascend with full
strength, because I alone will be the most Desirable for them and they will not
be able to be pulled into the abyss by My adversary, who will be bound for a
long time ....

I shall make a new heaven and a new earth .... that is, spiritually and earthly
I will give happiness to the people who then will belong to Me and who shall
also smooth the way for those who will follow them .... Which one of you
humans can comprehend this? And which one of you humans believes firmly
and without doubt that the old things will cease to be? That even people who are
still distant from Me will cease to exist, that only the small flock which faithfully
follows Me as their shepherd will not lose its life, because I have blessed this
small flock and destined it for a continued life in the paradise of the new earth ....
that a new period of Redemption will begin in accordance with My eternal plan
of Salvation, which My love and wisdom have determined in order to ensure
eternal life for the spirits? Behold, I make all things new .... Those of you who
believe in Me remember these Words, consider them in your hearts and know,
that the time has come when My Word will fulfil itself .... Believe firmly in it
and be hopeful, and endure all difficulties you will still encounter until the end
with patience and submission to My will. For the day will come very soon when
I will fetch My Own to reveal the paradise to them of which it is written: ‘I will
make a new heaven and a new earth ....’ and I Myself will dwell amongst My
Own and will guide and teach them, as I have promised ....

Amen

BD 7974 received 22.08.1961

You will live forever ....

You will live forever .... you will not lose this life anymore .... Is there a more
enjoyable promise than that I want to give you eternal life and that you will thus
be eternally happy? For life is blissfulness, because life is a state in freedom,
light and strength, because ‘life’ is the state for which I have created you, which
guarantees your perfection .... And this perfection will have been endeavoured
towards by your own free will, otherwise no life would be possible, for prior to
that you were in a state of death and only your free will was able to and can
change this state of death into ‘life’ .... Furthermore, life means permanent union
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with Me, Who nourishes you with the necessary strength to live, which flows to
you without restriction and will never again be limited .... Life is working and
creating with Me and in My will .... and yet also in keeping with your will, for
you have completely entered into My will because you are perfect, because you
have become My images and will no longer think and want anything other than
Myself and therefore you will also be incomparably happy.

And that is the final goal of the beings which once emerged from Me and
My strength as living creations, which were indeed supremely perfect, since
nothing imperfect can come forth from Me, but which voluntarily relinquished
their perfection, fell away from Me and then had to travel an infinitely long path
of development in order to achieve the highest level of perfection again, in order
to thus return to Me, yet no longer as a ‘living creation’ but as ‘My child’, into
which it will have voluntarily shaped itself through love .... which is indeed its
fundamental substance because it came forth from My love, but which its free
will had to arouse into the brightest of blazes .... but then eternal life in supreme
happiness will also be guaranteed .... And this is the life I have promised you
.... I Myself want to grant you this blissful life, and thus I will never cease in
supporting you to achieve this said high degree of love, whenever it may be ....
One day you will attain life and then never lose this life again .... This is truly the
most glorious promise, for you can hope. You need not fear to be lost; you need
not remain in the state of death forever, for I have told you ‘You will live forever
....’And My Word is truth .... only you yourselves determine the time when you
will enter into life; you determine the time when you escape death, when you
return to Me, unite with Me again and then also arrive at the life which lasts
forever ....

And thus you can also endlessly prolong the state of death if you misuse your
free will again, if you oppose My loving support which stimulates your love.
And then you will prolong your state of misery too, for only life is happiness.
Yet you have free will, and this prevents Me from giving you life against your
will. For you have to attain perfection yourselves, which guarantees you life in
eternity, otherwise you would eternally just remain My ‘living creations’, but
the goal of becoming My ‘children’ requires striving for perfection in free will.
As long as you humans are still in the state of death, as long as you lack light
and strength because you lack realisation and the influx of My strength of love,
you are also in a state of unkindness, for voluntarily practised love would also
result in light and strength, and that also means an ‘awakening to life’. And then
you will no longer be able to fall back into the state of death, because you will be
enlightened and also recognise the purpose of your earthly life and consciously
strive for it. And this is why love has to flare up in you if you want to attain the
life which lasts forever. And I, the Eternal Love, will leave no stone unturned in
order to lead you to this life, for I can only unite Myself with life but never with
death .... and therefore I will first awaken the dead to life, which My infinite love
will indeed achieve sooner or later ....

Amen
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BD 8034 received 06.11.1961

The significance of realisation ....

I will talk to you time and again, My children, for I know that you require My
Word which shall give you the strength for your path of earthly life. You should
always know that I Am present with you if just one thought from you is touching
Me, if you wish to be in contact with Me. And when I Am present with you
My strength also has to flow into you. Your soul needs this strength in order to
mature fully, and this is why you will always achieve progress if you let Me speak
to you .... the light permeating you has to become increasingly brighter, and that
also means ever more profound realisation, it means progressive knowledge, it
means clarity of thought and a correctly directed will. My speaking to you will
guarantee this, for the strength flowing from Me to you has to take effect and
thus bear witness of itself in the form of increased wisdom. And all you humans
should desire light, you should all try to escape from the spiritual darkness and
request more spiritual information. For in what ignorant state did you enter
life on earth? .... And although your intellect begins to become active .... can
you penetrate spiritual spheres with it? Dense darkness remains in you, and all
spiritual concepts remain unresolved and indistinct as long as you don’t feel
the desire to receive an explanation. And until you do, the purpose of your
earthly life will also remain unknown to you and you will be dead in spirit,
despite the fact that you live physically .... And can you be satisfied if you have
no knowledge at all about the reason and purpose of your earthly life? Are you
content with your lightless existence on this earth with only earthly goals to
strive for?
This state of darkness is not a happy state, and you should recognise it as
unsatisfactory yourselves and try to receive an inner light, for only then will
the unsatisfactory state change, and you will experience inner happiness when
you receive the knowledge which explains to you the purpose of your earthly
life. You should request such enlightenment and therefore also pay attention to
My Words which are given to you by My messengers, if you are not yet able to
hear Me directly. You should endeavour to enlarge your spiritual knowledge,
for this knowledge is the light which was lacking in you at the beginning of your
embodiment but which can be kindled and then shine brightly within your
hearts .... For the light is emanated by My spirit, the tiny spark of love which,
as part of Me, rests within you and has to be ignited by yourselves through love
.... Thus love irrefutably has to result in wisdom .... the result of a life of love
irrefutably has to make profound knowledge accessible to you, for the ‘fire of
love’ emanates the ‘light of wisdom’ .... Your spiritual state will have to become
bright, the spiritual darkness will have to disappear, you will have to become
able to recognise all correlations, you will have to learn to understand Myself
and My reign and activity, and you will have to be able to offer explanations
yourself, because then I can be active in you Myself and thus you will only think,
act and speak in accordance with My will ....
The degree of realisation is decisive for the degree of maturity of soul, for I do
not speak of dead knowledge which is academically passed on to you, but I
speak of living knowledge which is the only meaning of ‘realisation’. I speak
about the ‘Wisdom of God’, which can only be gained through love, which can
only come to earth through the ‘working of the spirit’ and is received by a heart
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which allows rays of bright light to enter it because it is full of love .... It is
only given by love and only love will receive it .... whereas the same knowledge
remains dead knowledge for the person who still lacks love. And you all should
endeavour for the light of realisation to illuminate you, for only then will you
approach the state of the brightest light again, which made you happy in the
beginning and which you all have to reach in order to be happy again ....

Amen

BD 8064 received 16.12.1961

Introspection ....

You too, My loyal servants, have to be admonished by Me to improve your
souls more eagerly, for as long as you live on earth you all still carry immature
substances within yourselves. You all more or less still have to fight against
inclinations, longings and all kinds of weaknesses, and you should always
remember that you ought to spiritualise these substances during your earthly
life. A constant struggle will have to take place, and you should overcome them,
you should try to influence the unspiritual substances with much love to let go
of you, to join the desire of the spirit within you, to stop pestering your soul so
that it will be able to ascend to the pinnacle with ever greater ease and without
being held back. I want to make the path to happiness easier for all of you, but
you also have to work on yourselves, you seriously have to examine yourselves
as to what weaknesses and faults are still burdening you; you have to question
yourselves whether your soul is still constrained by any cravings .... you have to
fight against every impure impulse, suppress each irate motion, you must not
send out any ignoble thoughts and deny any human being your love .... you
have to try to put right every injustice you have inflicted on a fellow human
being ....
Your thinking shall always be noble and pure, which excludes every thought
of hatred and vengeance .... You should avoid every unkind word and always
remember that you expect love, compassion and forgiveness from Me, thus you
should also grant the same to your fellow human being .... In everything you
think or say you should know that I know it too, and you should ask yourselves
whether you are behaving correctly in My presence? .... I know that you are all
still weak, that the battle which you should wage against yourselves is indeed
the most difficult .... But My strength is always at your disposal and you only
need to send a pleading thought to Me and, truly, I will give you the strength
and you will be victorious .... You will be able to pacify the evil spirits within
yourselves. They will leave you progressively more alone, they will become
modest and also comply with the soul’s desire to calm down and make use of
the strength for their own purification ....
For they have this possibility to reach maturity themselves within the earthly
body and to join the soul, because it will take all fully matured spiritual sub-
stances along into the kingdom of the beyond when it has to leave its earthly
body. The soul itself still has various instincts within itself from its previous
embodiments, which it is supposed to change for the better .... And it is also
pestered by the body of flesh, because that is shaped from unspiritual substances
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.... But the human being also has the possibility to exercise a redeeming influ-
ence on these evil spirits .... if he tries to change all negative qualities to the
contrary until he has become humble, gentle, peaceful, compassionate and just
.... until he has become love himself, which includes all those virtues, and then
the human being will also be able to enter the spiritual kingdom fully matured.
And therefore you should seriously examine yourselves as to what virtues you
are still missing .... investigate, whether you have changed your nature com-
pletely already .... check, what you still need and seriously work at improving
yourselves ....
And you most certainly will be successful if only you have the serious intention
and appeal to Me to give you strength because you are too weak on your own.
Call upon Me in Jesus so that I will strengthen your will, so that you will lose
your weakness of will, so that I will forgive you when you have become sinful,
and truly, My help is assured to you, for it is My own will that your souls shall
mature, and I Am truly pleased in those who take changing their nature into love
seriously .... For as soon as you are full of love all unspiritual substances within
you will also become spiritualised, because they cannot resist the strength of
love. But wherever these evil spirits are still active, love is not yet profound
enough, in other words, I Am as yet not able to work in all fullness within you
and you will have to fight to become pure so that I can take abode in you .... And
then you will also have been redeemingly active within yourselves ....

Amen

BD 2929 received 17.10.1943

Atonement of guilt without Christ’s act of Salvation ....

The extent of a human being’s guilt remains unchanged if he does not acknowl-
edge Christ’s act of Salvation, i.e. he has to remove the guilt completely, he
has to seriously reflect on it entirely on his own .... he eternally has to make
amends because the human being’s guilt is immense .... It is not just a matter
of sins he committed on earth, which alone would suffice to expel the soul
for an infinitely long time from the face of God, but the past rebellion against
God cannot be atoned during his earthly life and thus has to be carried across
into eternity in order to find the Saviour there in due course. The being has
to languish in darkness for eternity, it is forever without freedom and has to
endure a state of most agonising constraint, for eternity it is without the divine
light of mercy, it has distanced itself furthest from God and suffers most bitter
hardship .... because it willingly defies God and cannot be forced to change its
will. Thus it has to make amends for its guilt because it did not liberate itself
of its own free will; but divine will cannot liberate it because this would be in
complete contradiction to God’s wisdom and love. Consequently the fallen soul
punishes itself if it does not accept Salvation through Jesus Christ, if it refuses
to acknowledge His sacrifice ....
All sins will be forgiven, all restriction of liberty will be taken from him and all
atonement avoided when the human being places himself under the cross of
Christ, when he allows himself to be redeemed by His blood, which Jesus Christ
shed for all human beings and their guilt. He made this enormous sacrifice
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for love of humanity because He knew of the infinitely long path of suffering
in the beyond, He took pity on the beings’ extreme hardship in the beyond,
He wanted to lessen it, He wanted to atone the guilt in order to guide people
towards eternal bliss, to give them everlasting happiness. Christ’s death on the
cross is the purchase price for eternal life and all guilt has been atoned by it
.... Yet it is an unavoidable prerequisite .... that the human being acknowledges
this act of Salvation so that his guilt will be part of the guilt Jesus Christ has
paid for with His death on the cross .... Otherwise it will remain unchanged and
after physical death taken across into the spiritual kingdom as a burden, which
the being can never remove because it cannot find the strength to redeem itself.
And therefore Jesus Christ is the only way to eternal life, there will be adversity
without Him but salvation with Him .... without Him the human being is weak
and his will opposes God, with Him he strives towards God and can receive
his strength from Him, the increased willpower which Jesus had bought on
the cross for him. And for this reason is Jesus Christ the Saviour of the world,
the Saviour of all people who place their guilt and themselves at His feet, who
faithfully entrust themselves to Him and request His help .... Jesus Christ had
made the sacrifice on the cross for them so that they may be released from all
guilt and sin ....

Amen

BD 5153 received 17.06.1951

The souls’ redemption from the abyss through Jesus Christ ....
Beyond ....

The cross of Christ is the sign of hope for all who have fallen, who are unhappy
in their situation, be it on earth or in the kingdom of the beyond. The cross of
Christ will show them that there is still salvation, a way out, which only has to
be taken in order to surface from the abyss, from the kingdom of darkness, into
the dawning morning. The cross of Christ points to the path of ascent which will
never lead astray. For the One Who died on the cross due to His love for sinful
humanity initiated this path, He paid the purchase price for the existing souls
in the abyss, and every soul can utilise this privilege, the path of ascent is now
open to every soul providing it has chosen Jesus Christ, the divine Redeemer, as
its goal, providing it wants to leave the abyss in order to reach Him. Then it will
be entitled to redemption, then the divine Redeemer Himself will lift it from
the abyss, then its sins will be washed away by His blood, the guilt of sin will be
cancelled and the act of Salvation will not have been made in vain for this soul.
Jesus Christ died for all human beings, for people past, present and future ....

He descended into hell .... He also made the blessings of the act of Salvation
available to the souls in the abyss, and there is salvation for the souls even in
the kingdom of the beyond, yet never without Him, for only the blood He had
shed for the sins can pay for the sins of a soul, and His forgiveness has to be
consciously requested, He also has to be acknowledged as the ‘Redeemer of sin’
in the spiritual realm, or a deliverance from darkness will be impossible. An
inconceivable act of love was accomplished by the man Jesus on earth, and this
act of love is also effective in the beyond, His mercy even follows the souls who
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had passed away from earth without redemption. Yet, like on earth, the soul
must willingly want to find salvation through Jesus Christ in the beyond too,
that He should have mercy upon its suffering, that His love should seize it and
raise it from the abyss. For this reason, the knowledge of Jesus Christ and His
act of Salvation as well as the belief in both is vitally important and has to be
conveyed to the souls, if they have not gained it on earth already. But this work is
far more difficult than on earth, for the souls of darkness have little knowledge
and power of perception and are therefore not easily taught.
Nevertheless, their state is not hopeless when they are in distress and appeal
for help to be delivered from their present situation. Then they will not be com-
pletely obstinate, and knowledge can be conveyed to them through intercession
and loving mental instructions which will enable them to direct their thoughts
towards Jesus Christ, the divine Saviour, and call upon Him themselves .... And
every call in faith and confidence in His help will be heard .... Then the path of
ascent will have begun and will be travelled step by step with His help. There
is salvation from the abyss, but never without Jesus Christ .... This is what the
souls in the beyond also need to know, otherwise they would never turn their
thoughts towards Him, Who alone can save them from their hardship, Who,
with love and mercy, is constantly willing to alleviate suffering and change an
agonising state of affairs into a state of beatitude .... Nevertheless, it always re-
quires the being’s will, and to change this correctly requires a lot of intercession
on the part of people with faith and love, who are therefore also able to help
those who are still unredeemed ....

Amen

BD 6624 received 17.08.1956

Calling upon Jesus Christ from the darkness ....

It is not My will that shall determine your fate in eternity, but rather you
yourselves, through your will, shall make it either glorious or dreadful; but you
can change an appalling situation and, if you want to do this, will always receive
My support. And regardless of how dark you are, light will be made accessible
to you, and if you desire light then you will always be able to remain therein,
you won’t have to return to the darkness, for your will shall always be complied
with even in the spiritual kingdom. Don’t reject those who want to make you
happy by giving you light. You will feel better than in the dark regions from
which everything shall ascend to the light one day, although it has to happen
voluntarily .... All of you who dwell in dark regions, be they on earth or in the
kingdom of the beyond, are unhappy living creations without peace, without
light and without strength ....
These are the effects of sin with which you have been burdened for eternity
and which you have even increased during your earthly life as a result of your
heartless way of living .... As long as you are not released from this guilt of sin
your state cannot improve either. But you can want to have the guilt taken from
you so that you can arrive at light and blissfulness. First decide to become free
from a restraint which burdens and tortures you .... Resolve to entrust yourselves
to the One Who can set you free, and appeal to Him to help you. You all know
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of the One Who sacrificed Himself on the cross for the guilt of your sins ....
You all know of Jesus Christ, but not all of you believe in Him and His act of
Salvation. And yet He is the only One Who can help you in your distressing
situation, Who can lift you up from the abyss, Who can and wants to grant you
light and life .... but Whom you have to call upon yourselves and appeal for
help. Anyone who does not believe in Him will not turn to Him either and will
remain in darkness forever, since there is no other way to happiness without
Him. But time and again you will be referred to the One, time and again a light
will be offered to you, a gleam of hope, which you should heed. Turning your
eyes to the gleam of light a cross will always shine for you, if you are not entirely
obstinate, for in His great mercy He will come to meet you in order to save
you .... But you may also rest assured that He will save you if only you want it
yourselves ....

And thus I repeat that I do not condemn you, that it is not My will which has
determined the fate which makes you feel unhappy, but rather you created it
yourselves and you can also change it yourselves if you take refuge in the One
Who can release you .... in Jesus Christ, with Whom I Myself have become as
one, Who thus is your God and Father of eternity. Irrespective of whether you
are still living on earth or whether you have had to shed your earthly cover
already .... light will only be within and around you when you have found Jesus
Christ .... but without Him you will be living in darkness, without Him you will
also be distant from Me, Who had embodied Himself in the man Jesus Christ in
order to die on your behalf on the cross for the atonement of your guilt of sin ....
Only when a person hands his guilt over to Me with complete faith will he get
released from it, and that is entirely up to your own will .... My love cannot do
anymore but to keep sending you bearers of light proclaiming My will, who will
also kindle a light in you .... Allow yourselves to become illuminated, change
and come to Me in Jesus Christ .... and the darkness will recede, bright light will
appear and all torments of darkness will fall away from you, you will be able to
rise into spheres of light and be and forever remain blissfully happy ....

Amen

BD 7295 received 28.02.1959

The forerunner of Jesus Christ ....

And when you hear that someone is proclaiming the Lord in an extraordinary
way then you will know that the final phase of the last days has started, that the
forerunner of Jesus Christ is carrying out his mission again to announce Him,
Who will come on the day of Judgment to fetch His Own and to implement
the change on earth, as is proclaimed in Word and Scripture. He will appear
entirely unexpectedly causing much stir because the power of his voice is great
and because he will speak to people in such an earnest and significant manner
that many will feel impressed and accept his word .... because they realise that
he is proclaiming the ‘Word of God’, and also because the signs of his working
in order to help his fellow human beings are remarkable. He will be a true
miracle worker of the poor and miserable, a helper in the adversity which will
befall humanity at the time of his appearance. And he will speak loudly and
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clearly, he will not be afraid of those who prohibit his activity, he will expose
those who speak and act in opposition to God’s will all the more and thus he
will be hated and persecuted by the powerful of this earth, whose conduct of
people he strongly condemns. But the gulf between the earthly and the spiritual
world will already be too deep as to expect any understanding by the former
of what the ‘voice crying in the wilderness’ proclaims. They will laugh at him
and only pursue him so keenly because he is very popular, since there are
nevertheless people who let themselves be impressed, much to the annoyance
of the authorities which oppose all faith and proceed against it.

And this time is not far away, it will not be long and you will hear of him. But
then you will also know that you have to persevere, for once he appears you
will also have to be prepared for the imminent battle of faith, and then the
direction you take will be crucial, for then it will only be too obvious that you
have to decide either for God or for the world .... He will strongly support you
in taking the path to God, for he will speak convincingly and powerfully. God
Himself will speak so obviously through him that no human being should find
it difficult to join him, because he will also provide such visible evidence of his
calling that people will thus be able to recognise who he is .... He himself also
knows what his function consists of and that it is his last task to precede the
Lord and announce Him with a loud voice .... He is also aware of his origin
and likewise of his end, which again will be dreadful, but he fears nothing and
nothing will stop him from completing his mission, which will be very blessed
....

And anyone joining him will truly do well, for he will be able to draw much
strength and get much light from this great light which will shine wherever he
appears. He is already alive but not yet aware of his task, which nevertheless
will suddenly become clear to him and fundamentally change his earthly life,
for although he is of service to the Lord and also recognises the spiritual low
level humanity is languishing in .... he has not yet been called, but it will happen
all of a sudden .... And then he will leave his hitherto quietude and become fully
conscious of his task, for he will be moved by the spirit of God, granting him
complete clarity about his mission. And he will gladly serve the Lord with a
devotion which makes him constantly more suitable for the final service which
he wants to render before the end, before His return .... But you humans, pay
attention to those who proclaim the Word of God, and you will recognise the
one who becomes very noticeable because he wants to fulfil an unusual mission:
to announce the coming of the Lord and by means of powerful sermons make
people aware of their earthly task to be repentant and seriously work for their
soul’s salvation, for he will announce the end to them which will soon follow
after his appearance, for the time has been fulfilled which God granted humanity
for their perfection ....

Amen
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BD 7867 received 09.04.1961

God’s infinite love wants to give itself away ....

You will enter the spheres of heavenly bliss if you have lived your earthly life
in accordance with My will .... Yet it is not this promise that should persuade
you to live your life correctly but your love for Me, Who wants to give you these
beatitudes because I love you beyond measure but I also want to possess your
love .... I created you out of My love, and this love will never end. And one
day, when you have become enlightened, the concept of love, which you cannot
grasp as a human being as long as you still lack love, will also have become
comprehensible for you .... But to be without love is a state of unhappiness
for every living creation that came forth from Me, because it is also a state of
weakness and darkness in which happiness is unthinkable. A life in accordance
with My will is, however, a life of love and this will also lead you back into a
state of blissfulness ....

After the death of your body you will enter My kingdom which will provide
you with unimaginable splendours that My love has prepared for all My beings
which will join Me again in love. Love cannot do anything other than give joy
and seek unification, for love wants to give itself away, it wants to please because
this is the nature of love .... And since My love was overwhelming and wanted
to give itself away I created beings for Myself to which I could give Myself ....
I created vessels for Myself which accepted the flow of My love and I united
Myself with these beings and continuously let My ray of love flow into them
.... And thus I made them abundantly happy .... The fact that they eventually
resisted My illumination of love was due to a special reason but it did not
prevent Me from pursuing these beings with My love, it just didn’t make them
happy anymore because they resisted it, because they had detached themselves
from Me.

Nevertheless, since love is never-ending it will also never remain inactive but
try to regain what had fallen away from it .... My love has never stopped to
entice back to Me that which had fallen away and will continue to do so until
it has returned to Me of its own free will. For no being can remain closed to
My illumination of love forever, because love is a power which does not stay
ineffective, and because the beings’ resistance will diminish sooner or later,
becoming constantly less until they finally open themselves again in order to be
made blissfully happy by My love for all eternity. And that which has found its
way back to Me will never leave Me again .... It will not be able to descend into
the abyss anymore, for once it has travelled the path through the lowest points
with the ultimate accomplishment of having attained the pinnacle again it will
also be inseparably united with Me, for it will have reached perfection which I
was unable to give to the being Myself, since it required free will to remain in
perfection, and this free will has been proven .... otherwise I could also forcibly
obtain their love, but then one could never speak of unrestricted happiness, for
love does not tolerate compulsion, it has to turn to Me voluntarily, which is
proven by the human being when he lives on earth according to My will, when
he shapes himself into love, which is his fundamental nature ....

In My kingdom, however, everything is love .... and you all shall enter this
kingdom of love, you all shall be immeasurably happy one day when you unite
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yourselves with Me, your Father of eternity, Whose love created you and Whose
love will also pursue you if you keep yourselves distant from Me .... Yet you
will not remain distant from Me forever, because My love is stronger than your
will of resistance, because one day you will submit yourselves to My love again,
because it will also ignite itself in you and grow into a bright blaze, because I
will then be and remain the goal and the object of your love for all eternity ....

Amen
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